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Abstract—This paper presents a design of a dual-orthogonal,
linear polarized antenna for the IR-UWB technology in the
frequency range from 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz. The antenna is
compact with dimensions of 40x40 mm of the radiation plane,
which is orthogonal to the radiation direction. Both, the antenna
and the feeding network are realized in planar technology. The
radiation principle and the computed design are verified by
a prototype. The input impedance matching is better than -6

dB. The measured results show a mean gain in co-polarization
close to 4 dBi. The cross polarizations suppression w.r.t. the co-
polarization is better than 20 dB. Due to its features the antenna is
suited for polarimetric ultra wideband radar and ultra wideband
MIMO applications.

Index Terms—Antennas, UWB, polarization diversity, differ-
ential feed.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE UWB mask defined by the FCC [1] allows the

licence free usage of the spectrum between 3.1 GHz
and 10.6 GHz with the maximal power spectral density of

41.3 dBm/MHz. A free of charge usage of the bandwidth

opens many possibilities especially in localization and radar

techniques, where the accuracy/ranging resolution is directly

proportional to the bandwidth. One possibility of realizing

signals that cover the mentioned bandwidth are very short

pulses, which meet the spectrum regulation requirements.

However the bandwidth of 7.5 GHz implies a big challenge

for the antenna design, which is an essential part of any

wireless system. The requirements regarding the antenna for

the mentioned application include a linear phase response for

the non-distorting impulse radiation.

In the literature several types of antennas designed for

the mentioned frequency range can be found. Most of them

are biconial structures [2], traveling wave radiators [3] or

even combination of both [4]. However almost all solutions

proposed in the literature offer only a single polarization

operation, while many applications such as e.g. the UWB radar

can benefit from dual-polarization [5]. The requirement on

such an antenna is, apart from the above mentioned, a common

radiation phase center for both polarizations. This allows for

the identical radiation conditions for both polarizations. The

requirement for the common phase center reduces the number

of possible solutions for such an antenna. These are e.g. quad-

ridged horn antennas [6] and derivatives [7], or dual-polarized

dielectric rod radiators [8]. These antennas generally lead to
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a bulky solution and are hardly integrable into any devices.

For this reason a planar solution has been investigated. The

problem to solve is how to design a surface that maintains

the following features: radiation over a very large bandwidth

with two orthogonal, linear polarizations, same phase center

of radiation for both polarizations, relatively constant radiation

pattern over the frequency range and radiation perpendicular

to the surface. This publication introduces a solution for the

antenna meeting the mentioned specifications.

In the following section the antenna geometry is introduced

and the benefits of the proposed structure are described. Next

the prototype is shown and the simulation and measurement

results are presented and discussed.

II. ANTENNA PRINCIPLE

The proposed antenna for each polarization consists of two

elliptically shaped dipoles surrounded by a ground plane as

shown in Fig. 1(b). The dipoles for the orthogonal polariza-

tions are orthogonal to each other and are in contrast to usual

dipoles not center fed. The feeding is placed on the outer side

between the ground plane and the single ellipse. This allows

a spacial separation of the feedings for both polarizations.

Such an arrangements results in four monopoles. The two

inline monopoles are fed simultaneously in order to radiate a

single linear polarization. The polarization direction is marked

by the orientation of the excited ellipses. The orientation of

the electric field at the feeding point has to be co-polarized

as shown in Fig. 1(b) by arrows. However, considering the

orientation of the electric field vectors relatively to the ground

plane, the two monopoles are fed differentially. The idea of the

differential feeding and its application for wideband antennas

can be found in the literature [9], [10]. However the proposed

solutions did not allow for the application of the antennas

in IR-UWB systems. The design proposed here bases on a

principle introduced by the authors in [11].

Each of the monopoles itself is an ultra wideband antenna.

Due to the circular ground plane around the radiator, the

radiation of the monopole is not torus like, but bidirectional

and perpendicular to the antenna surface. The symmetrical

arrangement of two monopoles in the circle for the single,

linear polarization helps to keep the current distribution in the

radiation zone symmetricaly w.r.t. the center of the antenna.

Such current distribution results in a symmetrical radiation pat-

tern, which is optimized to be very stable over the frequency

range. Due to the symmetry of the current distribution, the

phase center of radiation of a single polarization is exactly
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between the two monopoles in the center of the structure.

Its position is independent of the frequency. This is a big

advantage in impulse radiating UWB antennas, since it does

not distort the radiating pulse [14]. Noticeable is that for the

orthogonal polarization the phase center of radiation is exactly

at the same place. This ensures identical radiation conditions

for both polarizations. This is advantageous in e.g. imaging or

radar.

Another advantage of the antenna is a high decoupling

between the pairs of ports for orthogonal polarizations. Since

the orientation of the electric field vectors for orthogonal

polarizations is cross polarized, the energy fed into one pair

of the ports does not couple to the second pair. This avoids

firstly the undesired coupling of the energy to the other ports.

Secondly it assures a good polarization decoupling in the far-

field since the currents are not re-radiated by the orthogonal

monopoles.

The dimensions of the whole structure are 40 mm x 40 mm.

The opening in the ground plane has a diameter of 31.6 mm.

It means that the half of the circumference is approx. 50 mm.

This corresponds to half a wavelength in free space at 3 GHz,

which corresponds to the lower limit of the targeted frequency

range. An optimization procedure resulted in a very broadband

impedance matching that covers the FCC UWB frequency

range. During the optimization the far-field properties of the

antenna were also considered. The relative orientation of

the dipoles to each other and their shape produces different

current distributions, which result in the deformation of the

radiation pattern. The structure was optimized in order to

find a compromise between a good matching and appropriate

radiation pattern. In the design the outer form of the ground

plane was formed to a square, but it can be shaped also to a

ring with a minimum width of 5 mm.

The hardware realization of the antenna requires a number

of design and optimizations steps, which were mainly con-

ducted with the help of a commercial simulation software

[12]. The single input for each polarization has to be divided

into two wideband baluns, which feed the two monopoles.

For this purpose the input microstrip line is divided into two

lines by a 3 dB power divider. Next the ground plane of

each of the microstrip lines is tapered in order to achieve

a symmetrical field distribution (see Fig. 2). An important

optimization criterion is the equality of amplitude and phase

at both outputs for the single monopoles. The output of the

wideband baluns has to be matched to the input impedance

of the monopoles in order to avoid multiple reflections and

(a) Layout (b) Photo

Fig. 1. The proposed antenna

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Prototype with the feeding networks for both polarizations in two
different views ( a) and b) )

thus ringing [14]. In the next step the feeding lines for each

polarization are separated from each other. This is realized by a

longitudinal disalignment of the power dividers and respective

adjustment of the strip lines. Such an arrangement allows a

physical crossing of both substrates without any intersection

of the high-frequency waveguides. The principle can be seen

in Fig. 2.

The antenna radiates bidirectionally (forward and back-

ward). Thus the feeding networks are directly illuminated

and the electromagnetic wave is scattered and reflected from

the baluns. It deforms the radiation pattern and produces

contributions in both, co- and cross-polarizations. Since an

implementation of a reflector in the considered design would

degrade the bandwidth of the antenna, the radiation in the

backward direction is absorbed. It results in an a priori loss

of 3 dB. However a directional and purely polarized radiation

is achieved, which is shown in the next section.

For the proper interpretation of the results the antenna

is placed in a coordinate system in Fig. 3, where also the

respective ports are marked.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 4 the measured and simulated S-parameters of the

antenna are shown. Since UWB technique deals with very low

power the requirement on the input impedance matching can

be relaxed to less than -10 dB. This simplifies the optimization

process of the relatively complicated structure. The so defined

requirements on the parameters are well fulfilled for both

Fig. 3. Definition of the angles relatively to the antenna
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Fig. 4. Simulated and measured S-parameters of the antenna.

ports in the desired bandwidth. As expected the decoupling

between the ports is very high and above approx. 25 dB in

almost the whole frequency range. The simulation predicted

the general behavior of the antenna well, which is confirmed

by the similarity of simulated and measured curves.

The antenna’s radiation properties are measured in an ane-

choic chamber. The result of the gain measurement for port

2 in the H-plane (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) for co-polarization

is shown in Fig. 5. Since the backward radiation is fully

absorbed, a directive radiation can be observed. The gain in

the main beam direction (� = 90∘, = 0∘) rises from approx.

2 dBi at the lower, to over 5 dBi at the higher frequencies.

The shape of the beam remains relatively constant over the

whole designated frequency range. The measured radiation

pattern in the E-plane shows very similar shape and is not

specifically shown. The measurement at port 1 showed the

similarity of the respective planes at both ports and is also not

specifically shown. Some differences in the magnitudes at both

polarizations occur due to the differences in the impedance

matching at both ports due to the slightly different feeding

networks.

In pulse mode operation the signal is radiated over the whole

bandwidth simultaneously. For this reason one single value

characterizing the power radiated in the specified direction is

desirable. Such value is e.g. the mean gain Gm. It is defined

as an arithmetic mean of all gain values G in the regarded

frequency range. The formula for the calculation of the mean

gain Gm from the discrete, frequency dependent gain values

is:

Gm =
1

N

N∑

n=1

G (fn, �,  ) , (1)

where G is the gain of the antenna, N is the number of

the measured frequency points and  , � are the azimuth and

elevation angles, respectively.

The so calculated gain in the frequency range from 3.1 GHz
to 10.6 GHz is shown in Fig. 6 for port 1 and in Fig. 7 for

port 2, for E- and H-plane. During the measurements the

other input of the antenna is terminated with 50 Ω. It can be

noticed that the characteristics are nearly symmetrical to the

main beam direction. A slightly smaller mean gain (approx.

0.5 dBi) at port 1 in the main beam direction can be observed

due to previously mentioned impedance matching differences.

As noted before both planes exhibit very similar radiation

properties, since the apertures of the antennas have the same

dimensions.

For the evaluation of dual-polarized antennas the cross

polarized characteristics are vital. These are shown in the Fig.

6 and Fig. 7 as well. The mean gain for the cross polarized

components in the main beam direction is more than 20 dB

lower than the co-polarized gain.

In order to evaluate the impulse radiating properties of the

antenna another quantity is needed that includes also the phase

behavior of the antenna radiation. A very intuitive parameter

that describes also the distortion properties of the radiated

pulse is the impulse response ℎ(t, �,  ). This can be calculated

from the transfer function of the antennaH(f, �,  ), which can

be obtained from the complex frequency domain measurement

and proper calibration of the system. The calculated complex

transfer function H(f, �,  ) is transformed into the time

domain by Fourier transform

ℎ(t, �,  ) = ℱ {H(f, �,  )} . (2)

The exact description of the procedure can be found in

[13], [14]. The antenna radiates properly an impulse when

the amplitude of the impulse response is high, the duration of

it is short and when there is no ringing after the main pulse.

For an exact description of the parameters characterizing the

impulse response of an antenna it is referred to the [13], [14].

The impulse response of the antenna in the H-plane for co-

polarization can be seen in Fig. 8. The impulse response is very

short with approx. 130 ps for the main beam direction. This

short impulse response implies a high concentration of the en-

ergy in the time domain. The peak value of ∣ℎ(t)∣ is relatively

high for � =90∘ and  =0∘ and equals approx. 0.23 m/ns.
After the main peak a weak ringing can be observed, which

Fig. 5. Measured gain G(f, �,  = 90∘) of the antenna fed at port 2 in the
H-plane for Co-polarization.
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Fig. 6. Measured mean gain Gm(�,  ) of the antenna fed at port 1 in the
E- and H-plane for Co- and X-polarization.
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Fig. 7. Measured mean gain Gm(�,  ) of the antenna fed at port 2 in the
E- and H-plane for Co- and X-polarization.

causes small oscillations of the radiated impulse after the main

pulse. The ringing results mainly from reflections from the

feeding network.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a solution for the realization of a planar,

dual-polarized UWB antenna is presented. The antenna covers

the frequency range between 3.1 GHz and 10.6 GHz. In this

frequency range the radiation pattern of the antenna remains

stable and directive. The properties of the antenna have been

verified by measurements of the prototype. Both, E- and H-

plane show similar radiation properties. The principle of the

antenna yields very good polarization decoupling in the far-

field and good decoupling between the ports over the whole

bandwidth. Both polarizations have the same radiation phase

center, which is stable versus frequency. Based on the impulse

Fig. 8. Measured impulse response ℎ(t, �,  = 90∘) of the antenna fed at
port 2 in the H-Plane for Co-polarization.

response it has been shown that the antenna is suitable for

impulse based UWB systems.
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